It all began in April 2004 when Ms Dot Com took to the
stage at The Queens Arms in Lewisham to a crowd of
around 30 people: I was a guest to a vocalist and my
first ever show consisted of singing live and telling gag
after gag for around half an hour. I did a show every
Sunday for about 6 weeks, keeping the crowd laughing at
silly jokes and singing all the favourite musical numbers.
It was not long before I performed at Stonewalls,
Lewisham’s premier gay club. I hosted a charity night in
aid of Terrence Higgins with many familiar faces from the
Cabaret Circuit.
In February 2005, The Black Horse in Stepney and The
Stag in Victoria - to name a few - was where I performed
a number of guest spots and slowly began to make a
name for myself on the London cabaret circuit. It was a
real eye opener and a great experience to work with
some of the busiest acts.
I began to branch out in March 2005 when I performed
my 40 minute act in West Sussex at the Jack Horner and
in Kent at the Ship Inn, Rochester. I particularly enjoyed
seeing the audience's faces light-up as they glared at my
sequined gowns when I take to the stage.
April 2005, I did my first cabaret show at a dinner dance
in Hertfordshire accompanying a live Band. The
atmosphere was electric and I got great satisfaction from
the cheers and laughter of the audience as I left them
wanting more.
By May 2005 I had worked in London, Kent, Brighton,
Hertfordshire and Birmingham with a lot of
encouragement from ‘Sophie’ – who is famous for her hen
nights - and the outrageous 'Kitty Litter'.
1500 people paraded through the streets of Canterbury
and flocked to Dane John Gardens where I had great pleasure in performing live on stage at Canterbury Pride in June
2005, along with international cabaret artiste Mr Lee Tracey and other acts from the scene.
I compered my first ladies night in July 2005 with 2 male strippers. It was great combining comedy with singing and
fantastic entertainment. The girls were in fits of laugher at some of the witty gags like the flavoured condoms to the
men being useless in bed!
They were dancing in the interval and great fun was had by all.
I have given up many evenings to perform at various bars to raise money for local HIV and cancer charities; I believe
that charity nights provide a great opportunity to help others.
Ms Dot Com is available - and can travel throughout the U.K. - for all types of shows; comedy nights, cabaret shows,
ladies and hen nights and gay venues, live vocalist and comedienne.
P.A. system can be supplied, if required.
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